Kitting Services

Take advantage of our highly refined processes to simplify your next project.

Increase
deliverability
and enhance
cost efficiency
with Mittera’s
expertise.
Collating orders with a wide variety of
items with different shapes, weights,
quantities, and packaging needs
requires expertise. At Mittera, we’ve
got that covered.
From communication
blitzes, marketing campaigns,
store rollouts, customer packets and
more, it can pay big dividends to
assemble your communications items
into standard kits using efficient
production methods.

SIMPLE SOLUTIONS FOR COMPLEX SITUATIONS We simplify
your operations by handling multiple configurations, regional
customization of materials, and bundling of specific quantities
for millions of units. From product releases, end-cap kits,
store resets and new store openings, Mittera is no stranger to
simplifying processes with the most up-to-date technology and
knowledgeable team at your fingertips, we make warehousing,
distribution, kitting, and fulfillment solutions that deliver content
in the right format, on-target and on-time.
Our efficient systems help keep the cost low for every order.
With our warehouse layout and optimized storage locations,
we help to minimize walk and movement times, and we collect
orders by time period to batch-pick which allows us to stage
a pick and pack production line whenever possible. And don’t
forget quality. Every item is treated tenderly and packaged to
safely arrive in top condition. With Mittera, you can achieve
economies that are among the best in the industry for labor
utilization and speed.
FULFILLMENT + INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
• Kits/Variable Kits/Pick and Pack
• Hand Assembly/Automation
• Non-Machine Order Processing
• Drop Shipments
• Online Ordering, Tracking and Reporting
• Express Carrier Shipping and Tracking
• Unique Match Mailings

MITTERA is one of the country’s leading providers of print, mail and marketing
services. Our key differentiator is our full-service approach to integrating print,
creative, technology and data.

Where print meets technology.

